
Floor Covering Being Removed 

Self Dicing Blades 
Part Number and Description Remarks 

27---75---04---062---US Sharpened  wings   eliminate  pre---cutting 

Blade Bull --- 7.5 x 4 x 0.062 in Self Dicing ✔  ✔ ✔ of floor covering being removed. 

(Also fits our Mule Floor Scraper/Stripper) Excellent blade for difficult removals. 

27---145---04---062---US Sharpened  wings   eliminate  pre---cutting 

Blade Bull --- 14.5 x 4 x 0.062 in Self Dicing ✔  ✔ ✔ of floor covering being removed. 

Similar  to  above,  but  with  the  sharpened 27---35---80---15---US 
Blade U---Shape Sharp Bull --- 13.75 in ✔  ✔  ✔ edge down.   Designed for removals over 

Narrow Width Blades 

Wide Width Blades 

softer  sub---floors. 

27---75---03---062---US Excellent  all  around  blade. 

Blade Bull --- 7.5 x 3 x 0.062 in ✔  ✔  ✔  ✔  ✔ Designed  for  tougher  removals 

(Also fits our Mule Floor Scraper/Stripper) when used on The BULL. 

27---75---03---092---US Similar  to  above,  only  thicker. 

Blade Bull ---  7.5 x 3 x 0.092 in ✔  ✔ ✔  ✔  ✔  ✔ Excellent for scraping up debris after 

(Also fits our Mule Floor Scraper/Stripper) using one of the chisels below. 

27---145---05---092---US Superb, wide, thick blade suitable for 

Blade Bull --- 14.5 x 5 x 0.092 in ✔  ✔  ✔  ✔  ✔  ✔ numerous applications.  5" depth of blade 

helps to keep it under floorcovering. 

27---145---03---062---US Good all around blade.   Standard 

Blade Bull ---  14.5 x 3 x 0.062 in ✔  ✔  ✔  ✔ thickness.    Some  floorcoverings  will 

need to be hand cut into strips first. 

Increased   width   blade   (17.7"). 27---45---80---25 
Blade Bull ---  17.75 x 3.2 x 1 in ✔  ✔  ✔ Designed  for  increased  production 

Extreme Duty Applications 
rates on less difficult removals. 

27---10---18---00 Adapter  designed  to  hold  chisels 

Chisel Holder ---  Bull Not applicable. listed below. 

Replaces the top blade jaw of The BULL. 

Wider  chisel  used  for  difficult 27---08---69---5
0 Tile Chisel --- 2 in ✔  ✔ floorcovering      removals. 

Chisel  used  for  extremely  difficult 27---08---69---24 
Power Tile Chisel --- 1 in ✔ ✔ removals.   Used on a very wide selection 

Accessories 
of difficult floorcovering removals. 

27---10---17---50 Dust  port  mounts  directly  over 

Dust Extraction Set Complete Not applicable. the blade jaw of The BULL.  Attaches 

to separate external dust collector. 

27---10---00---00 Wheels  replace  the  upper  blade  jaw 

Transport  Wheel  Attachment  ---   Bull Not applicable. of The BULL to simplify 

transportation. 

This guide is prepared for reference purposes only, and is not meant to be all encompassing.  Floorcovering removals vary widely and will require different tools & techniques. ver 1.01 
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